Candidate for the 57th Dixie Council S'ganit
Jordyn Linfoot

Vision Statement
My vision for dixie council is divided into 3 goals 1.increase attendance at programs and
conventions 2. Improve chapter programs and chapter communication, and 3. Grow dixie and
bring new members in through programming! To ensure these 3 things I will work tirelessly and
give my full commitment to the betterment of Dixie council. My game plan to achieve these
goals is simple,

1. “Increased attendance at programs and conventions”
Promote , promote ,promote, dixie councils chapter instagrams already to an amazing
job of promoting programs and conventions, but we can always do more, if elected i will
send out bi-weekly emails or texts to remind members of upcoming programs and
conventions.

2. “Improve chapter programs and communication”
A successful program is a program that leaves you wanting more. In order to have a
successful program it has to interest everyone. If the program is interesting and fun for
all attendees they are very likely to attend more. I would like to create personal
connections with each member, in doing this I will not only make new bonds but I will
also find out what everyone is interested in. I can incorporate their interests into
programs therefore, creating a successful program. Communication within chapters
needs to become much stronger and include all members not just the board, i will work
closely with my chapter counterparts schedule bi-weekly or monthly calls to get new
ideas out in the air for programs and on how to improve their own chapter attendance at
programs. I will ask them to find out what the members of their chapter are interested in
and what programs they have enjoyed in the past, we can then use this information and
create a program that will keep the chapter alive and well!

3.”grow dixie and bring new members in through programming”
Not only will i work closely with my chapter counterparts, i will also work closely with
council and chapter morim to advertise,and spread information about upcoming
programs and conventions,to increase membership activity and attendance. I want to
make each member feel as if they can come talk to me about anything, this not only
creates bonds but it also makes coming to programs and conventions easier knowing
you have a friend and makes you more likely to come to a program!

The three goals I have listed above are only the beginning, they are the
foundation of what can be done if we follow them, they can lead us to having Dixie
Council be taken seriously as a council within Eastern and the International Order. I
want to make an impact on all of you in an inspirational way so that you carry along the
qualities of a powerful and strong member to future members. I take this quote from
Pocahontas “if you walk the footsteps of a stranger, you’ll learn things you never knew
(you never knew)” so walk in my footsteps, come along on the journey to what dixie is
going to become, you can stop imagining it, If I am given the amazing opportunity to be
your 57th Dixie Council S’ganit!

